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Aenas W. Weisei, 739 N. Ave. 66, Los Angeles 42, Calif. 
Original application juiae 18, 1956, Ser. No. 592,105, now 

Patent No. 2,916,198, dated Dec. 8, 1959. Divided 
and this application July 29, 1959, Ser. No. 830,338 

5 Clainas. (Sc. 230-27) 
This invention relates to centrifugal compressors and 

pumps and more particularly to a device of the class 
mentioned featuring unusual compactness and low cost 
while retaining the efficiency characteristics of high per 
formance devices having an annular vaned diffuser as 
Sembly or one having a volute scroll discharging into a 
high efficiency narrow angle diffuser cone. The inven 
tion has particular use in applications where it is desired 
to achieve efficient operation with minimum energy 
losses over a wide range of flow rates and operating 
Speeds. - . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The subject matter of the present-invention has been 
divided from applicant's co-pending application for 
United States. Letters Patent Serial No. 592,105, filed 
June 18, 1956, entitled Turbine-Compressor. Apparatus, 
now Patent 2,916,198 granted December 8, 1959. 
The present invention was developed to meet the ex 

acting space restrictions and performance requirements 
encountered in providing a high efficiency centrifugal 
compressor for an automobile air conditioning and super 
charging system of sufficient flexibility to meet the rigor 
ous requirements as to capacity, operating characteristics 
and space and cost requirements of an engine propelled 
road vehicle. Such a system is the subject matter of my 
co-pending application for United States Letters Patent 
Serial No. 423,936, filed April 19, 1954, now Patent No. 
2,898,745, granted August 11, 1959. However, it will be 
appreciated that the novel principles of the compressor 
developed to meet the requirements of that application 
have general application in numerous other operating 
environments subject to similar widely divergent operat 
ing requirements. 

Designers of centrifugal type compressor structures 
have long been aware of the benefits to be gained from 
the pressure rise of the flow passing through the diffusing 
vanes which vanes progressively reduce the velocity of 
the compressed fluid issuing from the periphery of the 
rotor thereby to convert kinetic energy into pressure 
with minimum energy losses. However, the use of such 
structures is accompanied by certain disadvantages of 
importance in compressor applications of the type here 
under consideration. 

For example, diffuser structures are not only costly but 
increase the bulk of the compressor to an extent not 
always tolerable. Of even greater importance, such 
diffuser structures operate efficiently and effectively only 
within a relatively narrow range of flow and pressure 
conditions. Additionally, when the compressor is not op 
erating within the optimum design range conditions, flow 
through the diffusers is apt to produce sounds of various 
magnitudes and frequencies highly irritating and objec 
tionable to persons in the vicinity. This factor alone 
is sufficient to render the use of such diffusers highly 
objectionable in a motor vehicle where the driving tur 
bine of necessity operates over a very wide speed range. 

Another highly objectionable disadvantage of prior 
volute-type centrifugal compressor designs when an at 
tempt is made to use them on a motor propelled vehicle 
is the presence of the long narrow angle diffuser cone at 
the terminal end of the scroll chamber and used to avoid 
excessive energy losses. - 

In view of the above factors characteristic of prior art 
centrifugal compressor constructions, it is a primary ob 
ject of the present invention to provide a simple, low 
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cost, rugged very compact yet highly efficient centrifu 
gal compressor obviating the need for an annular vane 
diffuser Surrounding the compressor impeller and so con 
structed and arranged as to convert kinetic energy in 
the high velocity flow issuing from the rim of the rotor 
to pressure energy within a minimum of spaced and at 
tended by minimum energy losses over an extremely 
Wide range of operating conditions. 
These objectives are attained according to the present 

invention by conducting the high velocity compressed 
air issuing from the rotor rim tangentially into a scroll 
chamber offset closely beside the rim of the rotor dis 
charge causing the high velocity gas to flow in a helical 
path into a short, wide angle diffuser cone. The cen 
trifugal energy thereby imparted to the compressed par 
ticles is availed of to expand the rapidly moving gas 
into the wide angle diffuser cone in a highly efficient 
manner. The highly objectionably acoustical charac 
teristics of diffuser systems commonly used between the 
rotor and the scroll chamber under conditions outside the 
narrow design range limits of such systems is thereby 
entirely avoided. Hence, it will be appreciated that all 
features and aspects of the scroll chamber structure mu 
tually cooperate in providing a highly superior and un 
usually adaptable compressor. 
The efficiency achievable with a compressor con 

structed according to this invention will be substantially 
equal to that of high performance annular diffuser ring 
type compressors and is attained by a structure the over 
all diameter of which is only one-half to two-thirds as 
large. Likewise, as compared with high performance 
volute-type having a long narrow cone diffuser, the pres 
ent construction operates with equivalent efficiency while 
eliminating a diffuser cone having a length two to five 
times the diameter of compressor proper. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an improved, low cost, high efficiency centrifugal 
compressor or pump design operating efficiently over 
a wide range of operating conditions and in a minimum 
of space. 

Another object of the invention is the provision of an 
unusually compact centrifugal compressor having high 
performance and low noise output over a wide range of 
operating conditions. 

Another object of the invention is the provision of a 
centrifugal compressor having an outlet annular pas 
sage free of vanes and the like flow directing means ar 
ranged to discharge the fluid being compressed tangen 
tially into a volute shaped scroll chamber offset slightly 
to one side of the rotor rim and provided at its discharge 
end with a diffuser cone of relatively great angle and 
short axial length. 

Another object of the invention is the provision of a 
centrifugal compressor wherein the high velocity gas issu 
ing from the rotor is discharged tangentially into a scroll 
chamber to swirl the gas through a helical path terminat 
ing in a relatively short axis-wide angle diffuser chamber 
wherein kinetic energy is converted quickly and efficiently 
into pressure energy with minimum energy loss. 
These and other more specific objects will appear upon 

reading the following specification and claims and upon 
considering in connection therewith the attached drawing 
to which they relate. 

Referring now to the drawing in which a preferred 
embodiment of the invention is illustrated: - 
FGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a turbo-com 

pressor unit, the compressor portion of the unit being 
shown in longitudinal section and incorporating the fea 
tures of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a transverse sectional view taken gen 

erally along line 2-2 on FIGURE 1 and showing the 
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volute scroll chamber and the diffuser cone of the FIG 
URE 1 compressor; and 
FIGURES 3 to 6 are diagramatic views of diffuser 

cones of both the narrow-angle type long used at the dis 
charge end of Scroll chambers and the wide angle, rela 
tively short diffuser cone of this invention. 

Referring now more particularly to FIGURES 1 and 2, 
there is shown a turbo-compressor unit including a tur 
bine assembly 14 suitably secured to one end face of com 
pressor housing 5 as by bolts 16. The turbine runner 
(not shown) and the compressor rotor 23 are suitably 
fixed to a common supporting shaft 13 journaled in bear 
ings 17 and 18 mounted in known manner at the opposite 
ends of a bore 19 formed axially of a supporting cone 56. 
This cone is rigidly secured to casting 57 clamped against 
one end face of compressor housing 15 by bolts 16. The 
constructional details of casting 57 and of turbine 4 form 
no part of the present invention and for this reason need 
not be described here. Full details of each are to be 
found in the above-identified co-pending application Se 
rial No. 592,105, now Patent No. 2,916,198. However, it 
is appropriate and germane to point out that turbine 14 
is designed to operate efficiently over a wide variation in 
the flow of the driving fluid readily regulatable by means 
of a unique valving mechanism mounted within the tur 
bine casing and adjustable through trunnions 37 project 
ing through the turbine casing. Secured to the outer ends 
of these trunnions are a pair of operating arms 48, 48 
having socketed lost motion connections with the outer 
ends of a rigid operating arm 53. This latter arm is 
journaled on a stub shaft 53' secured to a bracket 54 
rigid with casing 14 or any other fixed support. Rotation 
of arm 53 about the axis of shaft 53' serves to adjust the 
position of the arms 48, 48 of the associated valve mem 
bers thereby to vary the input and speed of the turbine 
runner employed to drive compressor rotor 23. 

Driving shaft 13 is formed with an integral flange 22 to 
the opposite faces of which the turbine runner and com 
pressor rotor 23 are rigidly secured, as by common fas 
tener bolts 24, 24. Rotor 23 is provided with suitable 
Vanes 66 projecting axially from the rotor hub and having 
their inlet ends in communication with gas inlet passage 
58. The peripheral tips of vanes 66 discharge into a care 
fully designed annular passage 68 formed between gen 
erally complemental arcuate surfaces 62 and 63. The dis 
position of annular passage 68 in its relationship to the 
volute or scroll passage 69 is of very considerable im 
portance for reasons which will be explained in detail 
presently. To be noted in particular is the fact that the 
arcuate passage 68 discharges tangentially into the gradu 
ally expanding and volute shaped chamber 69, the axis of 
which is offset laterally to one side of passage 68 with the 
result that the high velocity gases issuing from the rim 
of compressor rotor 23 are caused to rotate in a gradu 
ally expanding helical path toward the outlet end of the 
Scroll chamber proper. The described path taken by the 
high velocity gases is indicated by the helical arrows in 
FIGURE2. 
The flow path taken by the fluid from its point of dis 

charge from the rim of rotor 63 until it exits from the 
wide angle bell mouth diffuser outlet 70 may be described 
as including a smooth-surfaced volute chamber encircling 
the rotor axis and offset axially closely beside one face 
of the rotor. This volute chamber includes a fluid re 
ceiving portion 68 opening radially from the rim edge of 
the rotor and extending along the circumference thereof 
and effective by reason of its shape to discharge the fluid 
tangentially into the side of a long narrow volute cone 
spaced axially to one side of the rotor rim. The length 
of this long narrow angle cone corresponds substantially 
to the full circumference of the rotor and its larger end 
opens directly into the smaller end of the wide angle 
diffuser or bell mouth outlet wherein the high-velocity 
helically flowing fluid advancing along the cone expands 
in a highly efficient manner to convert kinetic energy to 
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4. 
pressure energy without any appreciable energy loss. 
Preferably, the longitudinal axis of the bell mouth out 
let diffuser 70 is straight and tangential to the axis of 
volute passage 69 at the point of merger therewith. 

It is pointed out that the gas or air to be compressed 
enters the compressor through annular passage 58 and 
passes through the throat of an accurately machined ring 
69 held assembled within an axial passage of housing 15, 
as by threads 61. The accurately finished peripheral Sur 
faces 62 of ring 60 conform generally with the shape of 
an annular groove 63 formed in one face of septum disc 
64 securely supported against a shouldered recess 65 
opening axially through one end face of the compressor housing. 
The outlet end of scroll chamber 69 merges smoothly 

with the inlet of a diffuser cone 70 characterized in that 
it is inordinately short and in that its bell-shaped interior 
flares abruptly. More specifically, it is pointed out that 
diffuser cone 70 is so short that it terminates substantially 
at the peripheral rim of the compressor casing and in that 
its side walls have an included angle of approximately 40 
degrees in the design illustrated in FIGURES 1 and 2. 
It will be understood that this angle may be varied over a 
relatively wide range depending upon the operating con 
ditions of the intended application and in particular upon 
the volume and velocity of the flow being handled and 
the overall efficiency objective. For example, wide angle 
diffuser cones used in combination with the type of volute 
chamber and tangential vaneless diffuser passage herein 
described and operating in accordance with the principles 
of this invention vary generally between an included angle 
of 30 degrees to 60 degrees. 

Referring now more particularly to FIGURES 3 to 6, 
there is depicted diagrammatically some of the more im 
portant factors of controlling importance and explana 
tory of the novel principles of the present invention in 
contrast with the principles characteristic of prior com 
pressor scroll chambers. Also depicted are reasons why 
a compressor constructed as described above operates at 
high efficiency owing to the mutually cooperating design 
characteristics of the principal components of the scroll 
chamber assembly and despite the absence of diffuser 
Vanes in the inlet to the scroll chamber. 

Referring first to FIGURE 3, there is shown a typical 
prior art diffuser cone 75 having its narrow inlet end 76 
connected to a volute chamber of conventional type lo 
cated radially beyond and in the same general plane as 
the compressor rotor. It is well known that minimum 
losses and optimum results are achieved when such a 
diffuser cone has an included angle between its opposite 
sides of approximately 7 degrees. Such shallow angled 
diffuser cones must be relatively long to achieve efficient 
conversion of kinetic energy into pressure energy at the 
discharge end of the cone and characterized by a neces 
Sary length of two to five times the overall diameter of 
the compressor. 

If an attempt is made to convert the kinetic energy 
to pressure energy in a shorter distance by the use of a 
shorter wider-angle cone, very serious losses occur. For 
example, let it be assumed that a short, steep-angled 
diffuser cone 77 is substituted in place of cone 75 shown 
in FIGURE 3 under the same flow conditions. The long, 
narrow angle cone affords sufficient time for the high 
velocity gases flowing parallel to the cone axis to expand 
outwardly as they advance and to be converted into pres 
sure energy without substantial energy loss. This re 
quired time factor is obtained only at the expense of a 
long narrow cone. If an attempt is made to convert the 
velocity energy to pressure energy by use of a shorter 
wider-angle cone, constructed as illustrated in FIGURE 
4 for example, serious losses inevitably follow. This is 
because of the lack of time afforded for the required ex 
pansion. There results turbulent eddy flow and high 
losses as is indicated by arrows 78 in FIGURE 4. 

Referring now to FIGURE 1 showing diagrammatically 
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the transfer of the high velocity gases issuing from the 
rim of the compressor impeller, it will be noted that these 
high velocity gases are conducted through annular pas 
sage 68 thence tangentially into the rim portion of volute 
chamber 69. In consequence, these high velocity gases 
immediately swirl helically at high velocity as they ad 
vance toward the outlet end of this chamber. Due to 
the described tangential flow of the gases into the volute 
there is no tendency to circulate part of the high velocity 
gases in one direction and part in another as is true with 
respect to conventional volute chambers located radially 
beyond the tip of the compressor rotor. 

Accordingly, in the manner described, there is im 
parted to the high velocity gases swirling within the volute 
a radial force component indicated by arrows 79 in FIG 
URE 6. It will therefore be apparent that upon the 
emergence of these spiraling high velocity gases into wide 
angle diffuser cone 70, the entire stream expands naturally 
and under its own energy impetus free of eddies and con 
forming in shape with the generall bell-mouth curvature 
of the diffuser cone while simultaneously converting 
kinetic energy present into pressure energy without sub 
stantial loss. Summarizing the foregoing and completing the analysis, 
reference is had to FIGURE 5 showing a long narrow 
angle diffuser cone having its entrance in registry with 
the entrance of an equivalent short wide-angle diffuser 
cone of the invention and wherein both cones have the 
same final discharge diameters. As noted, the narrow 
cone has a 7 degree included angle whereas the short cone 
has a typical included angle of 40 degrees. 

Let it be assumed that a particle of gas 80 enters the 
longer cone in a straight line parallel to the axis of the 
cone and that a similarly positioned particle of gas enters 
the shorter cone at the same axial velocity but traveling 
in a helical path. The same particle 80 entering the wide cone in the same 
position will, under the impetus of centrifugal forces, have 
moved radially outward very quickly to the position 80' 
while advancing axially of the cone by the relatively 
short distance L' as compared with the many times longer 
axial travel L for the first mentioned particle 80. The 
radial outward force component 79 forces particle 39 
outward the distance R equal to distance R, in a shorter 
interval of time and shorter axial travel distance L. 
Distance R representing the net radial travel of the second 
particle is observed as being identical with the radial 
distance R traveled by the first particle in the long cone. 
The net energy loss in these two tends to favor the shorter 
diffuser cone of this invention owing to smaller skin 
friction losses. In further explanation of the high efficiency flow oc 
curring in the short wide angle diffuser cone, it is to be 
noted from FIGURE 6 that the expanding generally axial 
flow path taken by the expanding gas is represented by 
the arcuate line 82 having a center indicated at 83. It 
will be understood that this general flow path results from 
the cone design and from centrifugal forces 79 created 
by the rapid helically flowing gas stream as this stream 
expands along a bell mouth-like envelope each axial ele 
ment of which lies along a curve represented by arc 32 
having a focal point 83. 

While the particular compressor construction herein 
shown and disclosed in detail is fully capable of attain 
ing the objects and providing the advantages hereinbe 
fore stated, it is to be understood that it is merely illus 
trative of the presently preferred embodiments of the in 
vention and that no limitations are intended to the de 
tails of construction or design herein shown other than as 
defined in the appended claims. - 
I claim: 1. A compact centrifugal pressure apparatus adapted 
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to operate efficiently over a wide range of operating 
speeds and a wide range of flow rates, said apparatus 
having a housing, a centrifugal rotor rotatably supported 
in said housing having an axial fluid inlet and an annular 
discharge from the peripheral rim thereof, said housing 
having a vaneless volute chamber formed therein and 
offset axially closely to one side of the rim of said rotor, 
said vaneless volute chamber including an annular fluid 
receiving portion and a downstream fluid discharging 
portion, said annular fluid receiving portion having a 
surface arranged to receive fluid from said rotor rim and 
to discharge the same axially of said housing and tan 
gentially into said downstream discharge portion of said 
volute chamber without appreciable energy loss, said 
downstream discharge portion substantially encircling the 
axis of said rotor and having a long narrow upstream cone 
portion terminating at the larger end thereof in a bell 
mouth diffuser outlet, said bell mouth diffuser outlet 
having an outward flare in excess of 30 degrees and 
effective in cooperation with said long narrow cone por 
tion to convert the high velocity swirling stream of fluid 
advancing axially of said cone portion and of said bell 
mouth diffuser outlet into pressure energy by the time 
the fluid reaches the larger end of said bell mouth outlet. 

2. A compact centrifugal pressure apparatus as de 
fined in claim 1 characterized in that all interior Surfaces 
of said vaneless volute chamber in contact with fluid and 
including said annular fluid receiving portion and said 
downstream fluid discharging portion are smooth and free 
of abrupt changes in contour, and being further char 
acterized in that said long narrow cone and said bell 
mouth diffuser outlet are substantially circular in cross 
section on planes normal to the respective longitudinal 
axes thereof. 3. A compact centrifugal pressure apparatus as de 
fined in claim 1 characterized in that the axis of said 
bell mouth outlet is substantially straight and generally 
tangential to the longitudinal axis of said long narrow 
volute cone portion at the end thereof adjacent the smaller 
end of said bell mouth diffuser outlet. 

4. A compact centrifugal pressure apparatus as defined 
in claim 1 characterized in that the longitudinal axes of 
said long narrow cone and of said bell mouth outlet lie 
substantially in a common plane inclined slightly to a 
plane normal to the axis of said rotor. 5. A compact centrifugal pressure apparatus as defined 
in claim 1 characterized in that the outward flare of said 
bell mouth diffuser outlet is within the range of 30 and 
60 degrees. 
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